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Implementation of WFD

� A sea change for Ireland

� Demanded a significant improvement of data, in particular GIS 

data

� Example Rivers Network:

� Originally digitised lines from 1956 1:50,000 OSI map

� EPA added attribution

� Created a hydrographical network

� Network hydraulically corrected



Managing Multiple Stakeholders

� WFD data generated and used by many stakeholders involved in 

the Water Framework process

� EPA

� River Basin Districts

� Local Authorities

� Marine Institute

� 44

� Initial work was to establish a WFD schema and guidance to 

ensure consistence in data structure and quality



Data Exchange

� Started using .shp files

� EPA developed Master database based on WFD Schema

� Moved to exchanging data using file geodatabases

� Now disseminating data using Inspire compliant web services



Infrastructure

� The EPA use mostly Open Source Products for INSPIRE and 

ISDE service implementations

� Discovery Services (CS/W)- GeoNetwork

� View Services (WMS)- GeoServer, Deegree

� Download Services (WFS and Atom)- GeoServer, Deegree

� Currently Discovery,  View Services, Download accessible are 

accessible for most of the EPA datasets and metadata, via ISDE 

and the EPA



Data

� INSPIRE datasets are being prepared

� Conversion to INSPIRE dataset is being carried out using custom ETLs

� After conversion and data quality checks they will be available through 

INSPIRE web services from the EPA



Data Quality

� While a lot of effort was put in at the beginning setting out schema 

and standards for data, there were still data quality issues

� Non-conformance with the schema

� Accuracy issued (e.g. drinking water abstraction, UWW discharges)

� Topology errors

� Feature coding

� EPA run quality checks and try to fix errors before the data is 

added to our core Geo database (GeoWater)



Initiatives to Improve Data Quality

� Expanding our systems to manage the capture of data in a more 

structured way –reducing the options for variation

� Introducing more automated validation on data submitted

� E.g. validation of station sequence order etc

� EDEN only allows sample results that have a monitoring station code
� Code must conform to defined structure

� Won’t let authority upload sample outside its RBD boundary

� If one county uploads sample that is for station in another county, the sample is directed to 

that county for validation.

� EPA invests a significant amount of resources on data quality















Why?

� Because the data is used for key decision making

� More particularly, because the data is now being used in 

automated decision support tools

� People aren’t working directly with the raw data any more

� Decisions are been made on the bases of ‘information’ coming 

form these decision support tools



DREAM



So how good is INSPIRE data?

� What does INSPIRE compliant mean?

� How to determine if its fit for purpose

� The role of the SDI

� Do you need to be an INSPIRE professional to understand 

whether the data is god or not?



Thank You


